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Introduction
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More and more new traits available

• Milk production (kg milk, fat, protein and 

lactose)

• Conformation

• Calving ease (direct and maternal) 

• Fertility

• Temperament & milking speed

• Somatic cell count

• Longevity

• Livability (direct and maternal)

• Persistence 

• Rate of maturity 

• Beef traits

• Urea

• Udder health (mastitis)

• Claw health

• Calf survival (during first year)

• Lifetime production index (combines 

production and longevity)

• Automatic milking system traits

• Ketosis

• Age at first calving

• Feed intake

• Saved feed maintenance

• Metabolic disorders

• Reproduction disorders

• Acidosis

• …
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• In Netherlands and Flanders > 200 EBV per bull estimated

• Several selection indices available to rank bulls

– Overall total merit index NVI

– Consist of other indices (production, fertility, calving, udder health, claw health)

• Hard to keep overview for farmers and breeding companies

– Loss of interest or belief in EBV

– More complex methods → less understanding

• Need for explanation that EBV work in practice



Aim
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Show that breeding values work in practice,

and to increase acceptance and understanding

of breeding values and genetic evaluation

“Most of the fundamental ideas of science are essentially simple, and may, 

as a rule, be expressed in a language comprehensible to everyone”

“Everything should be as simple as it can be, yet no simpler”

Albert Einstein



How?
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• Explain or show that breeding values work

– Fact sheets (online and printable)
→ Figures or tables on 1 page

– Blogs (online and printable)
→ Short and easy

– Articles in farmer magazine
→ Short and easy

– Technical documentation
→ Full details, for science and other calculation centres

– Education at meetings for breeding industry
→ Topics that are talked about by farmers



What is available?
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Factsheets

• Relation bull EBV and mean progeny performance

• Calculation tool ‘use of bull at herd level’

• Conversion sheet relative EBV to expected progeny performance

• How much can an EBV change?



Factsheet – Relation bull EBV and mean progeny performance
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Example for fertility traits
Bulls divided in 4 groups of one SD (Dutch/Flemish scale is 100 +/- 4)



Factsheet – Calculation tool ‘use of bull at herd level’
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• Step-by-step instruction

→ Input breeding value, herd level, mean EBV herd

→ Output expected mean performance, 

calculated as herd level + (breeding value + mean EBV herd) / 2



Factsheet – Conversion sheet relative EBV to expected

progeny performance
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Factsheet – How much can an EBV change?
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Expected range of change in EBV given a certain reliability for 5 types of bulls, 

and where 68% and 95% of animals will end up

5. > 1000 offspring (proven bull)

4. +/- 250 progeny (proven bull)

3. High h2 (genomic bull)

2. Low h2 (genomic bull)

1. Parent average



Blogs
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Blog title*

Reliabilities are accounted for in breeding values

The influence of genomic information on the breeding values of lactating cows

What is the best indicatror for longevity?

Breeding value longevity: questions and answers

Breeding for urea helps to reduce nitrogen emission

What is the influence of genomic information on bull breeding values?

Why should I do a genomic test on my calf?

Select for fertility or rump angle?

Genomic selection in a nutshell

How much can a breeding value change?

How is the reliability calculated for an individual cow?
* This list is not complete, serves as example



Blogs about genomics
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Genomic selection in a nutshell
What is the influence of genomic

information on bull breeding values?
The influence of genomic information on 

the breeding values of lactating cows



Articles in farmer magazine ‘Veeteelt’
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Conclusions
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• Creating information material helps

→ to increase acceptance that EBV work, without showing the black box

→ to disprove myths by showing facts

• Ongoing process to inform

→ Repetition is the best way to learn: repeat, repeat, repeat, …



Thank you for your attention


